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Agenda

• Consumer Protection and Digital Financial 
Services (DFS)

• Existing and New Smart Campaign 
Guidelines for Regulators

• What’s New

• Key Takeaways

• Discussion



Why are we talking about Digital Financial Services?

LinkedIn – Digital Financial Services



Different Facets of DFS

• New technologies/interfaces
• Use of agents / third parties
• Longer and more complex 

value chains
• New consumer experience

Hailey Tucker, “Video Marketing with Tablets" (Kenya) Regional 
Winner: Africa| 2017 CGAP Photo Contest



• What risks do consumers perceive and experience when using 
DFS?

• What are the consequences of those risks for consumers, 
providers, and financial inclusion?

• How can those risks be addressed from a legal/regulatory 
perspective?

Discussion



• Poor product design
• Insufficient repayment capacity 

analysis and reliance on algorithm-
based lending

• Non-transparent fees and other 
terms

• Aggressive digital marketing
• Fraud that targets consumers 
• User interfaces that many find 

complex and confusing

• Inadequate data privacy and 
protection (Big Data!)

• Inability to transact due to 
network/service downtime

• Insufficient agent liquidity or float, 
which also affects ability to transact

• Poor customer recourse/complaints 
mechanisms

• Third party risks 

Some Consumer Risk Areas in DFS



New risks, evolving risks & shifting responsibility for managing risks…
• Inconsistency and gaps in regulatory oversight
• Harmonization issues of diverse laws/regs/supervision
• Accountability with diverse range of actors and authorities
• Regulating agent and third party conduct
• Data privacy concerns
• Technology/fraud
• Balancing innovation with regulation and supervision
• RegTech/ SupTech

Implications from a Legal/Regulatory Perspective



Market-Level Engagements to Improve 
Consumer Protection
The Smart Campaign is changing the way that provider networks, agent 
networks, and governments regulate and understand consumer 
protection risks, especially for vulnerable clients.

Featured Projects

• Sa-Dhan (India): Improved complaints 
mechanisms and created a monitoring 
system for consumer protection and 
debt stress

• Microfinance Institutions Network 
(MFIN, India): Improved complaints 
mechanisms

• Business Correspondents Federation of 
India (BCFI): Created code of conduct for 
members 

• Bank of Ghana: Improving complaints 
mechanisms

• Central Bank of Nigeria: Addressing 
supervision gaps with mystery shopping 

• Lending Guidelines (Cambodia) to 
prevent the risk of over-indebtedness

• Client Voice research in Benin, Georgia, 
Peru, Pakistan, & Rwanda

• Model Legal Framework

Model Legal Framework: The guide advises policymakers seeking 
to incorporate client protection into financial regulation, sharing 
global examples of model consumer protection laws.

Client Voice Research: Governments create better policy when 
they hear directly from consumers. The Campaign’s client-level 
research allows regulators to respond to the challenges, risks, and 
benefits clients experience when accessing financial services.

Supervisory Systems: The Campaign has created systems to 
strengthen supervision by structuring complaints mechanisms, 
creating codes of conduct, and building digital monitoring systems 
for governments, self-regulatory bodies, and provider networks. 



Resource: A Strong Legal Framework to Protect Consumers
The Model Legal Framework (MLF) has been used to assess consumer protection laws, identify gaps, and improve 
national regulation in line with the consumer protection principles, with a focus on protecting first-time 
customers of financial services.  
Regulators in Cambodia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Myanmar, Peru, the Philippines, Uganda and Yemen have 
employed the MLF to develop or revise regulatory frameworks, guidelines, or legislation.

Since its publication in April 2015, the MLF has been presented to more than 950 financial inclusion stakeholders 
from 85 countries, including over 380 regulators and bank supervisors. 

MLF Endorsers Country-Level Adoption & Engagements
• Alliance for Financial Inclusion
• Association of Bank Supervisors of the Americas 
• Arab Monetary Fund 
• Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
• World Bank
• Consultative Group to Assist the Poor
• International Finance Corporation
• International Credit Union Regulators Network 

• Benin
• Cambodia
• Egypt
• Ghana
• Jordan
• Kenya
• Lebanon
• Myanmar

• Nigeria
• Peru
• Philippines
• Rwanda
• Tunisia
• Uganda
• Yemen



In Development: Updated Guidelines for Regulators in the DFS Ecosystem 

A Second Edition of the MLF is in development to address consumer protection risks 
associated with DFS & incorporate the Smart Campaign’s new Guidance & Standards.

It relies on research, consultation with key financial inclusion stakeholders and expert 
drafting support from the global law firm DLA Piper.

Additional/Expanded Areas of 
Focus: 
• Unique characteristics/facets of DFS 
• Data Privacy, Fraud & Security
• Interagency Coordination
• Product-Specific Recommendations
• Client Responsibilities

Complementary Resource: 
• Provides model language, illustrative 

examples & actionable recommendations

• Supports dialogue and foster 
collaboration  between government & 
industry



What’s New

CPP 1
Appropriate 

Design of 
Products, Services 

and Delivery 
Channels

• Customer-centric design of product, services and delivery 
channels 

• Cooling off periods and alternatives (e.g., for digital credit)
• Emphasis on consumer protection by design
• Use of financial capability & behavioral insights in design 

process and monitoring
• Preventing predatory or deceptive sales and marketing 

techniques (push marketing)
• Partner selection (agents, agent networks and third party 

service providers)
• Conditions of liability for fraudulent/mistaken transactions
• Non-discrimination in design



CPP 2 - Prevention of Overindebtedness

• Client underwriting process 

• repayment capacity

• algorithm-based lending

• algorithm governance

• Credit reporting thresholds and exceptions

• Monitoring systems for both traditional and 
algorithmic underwriting

What’s New:



What’s New: CPP 3 - Transparency

Clear and concise disclosures on digital interfaces

Accessibility for clients with disabilities, illiteracy

Standardized metrics/interest rates

Partner relationships

Product-specific disclosures

Key Facts Statement (KFS) and DFS



CPP 4
Responsible 

Pricing

• Emphasis on pricing procedures 
• Permissible fees
• Pricing trends as FSPs mature

• Appropriate incentive structures and sales 
practices

• Commitment to code of ethics 
• Defaulting client rights

CPP 5
Fair & Respectful 

Treatment of 
Clients

What’s New



• Data ownership and control

• Data minimization 

• Transparency 

• Informed consent

• Data purpose and storage limits

• Robust and secure infrastructure/processes

• Well-trained staff

• Fraud detection and management

CPP 6 - Privacy, Security and Integrity of Client Data
What’s New



CPP 7 – Mechanisms for Complaints Resolution

What’s New:

• Complaints handling policy and procedures

• Transparency to clients advising on how and to 
whom to file complaints

• Assessment of complaints data



• DFS is a game changer

• There is no one-size-fits-all regulatory response 

• proportionality and local context

• risk-based sequence of implementation

• Flexibility / adaptability to future business models

• Consider existing supervisory capacity

• Collaboration, coordination and dialogue – across/among/between each 
and all of regulators/supervisory authorities, providers and consumers

Key Takeaways



Poll  – Regulatory Responses to DFS

Does your agency have or will soon have specialized staff regarding 
data privacy and and/or cyber security issues to complement existing 
expertise?

Does your financial consumer protection legal framework permit 
supervision of third party service providers (directly or indirectly)?

Have changes been implemented to your financial consumer 
protection legal frameworks to address DFS developments?

TAKE THE POLL 
ONLINE USING 

YOUR 
PHONE, TABLET 
OR LAPTOP AT:

PollEV.com/
jessicag185

Does your financial consumer protection legal framework cover bank 
and non-bank financial service providers?

Does your agency communicate and coordinate with other relevant 
regulators and public authorities (e.g., data protection, competition, 
telco, etc.)?



• What areas of financial consumer protection are of greatest 
concern in your country? 

• What are some challenges of using a regulatory framework to 
advance financial consumer protection in your country? 

Discussion



Stay Tuned and Stay Connected

Summer 2019: Handbook on Consumer Protection for 
Financial Inclusion - Guidelines and 
Discussion for Regulators (MLF 2.0)

Website: www.smartcampaign.org/tools-a-
resources/1049-model-law

Email: jgalimberti@accion.org 



Hot Topic!
Data Privacy and Protection 

in the Digital Age

Jessica Galimberti, Associate General Counsel
June 2019

Inclusive Digital Future Summit



Major Data 
Privacy Issues

Data ownership and control
In models with more automation, and data rich 
environments, clients should more than ever have 
control over their own private data: who sees 
what data, why and for how long.

Consent
Clients have agency 
over who captures, 
uses or shares specific 
private or confidential 
data.

Data, purpose & 
storage limits
Data collected, used and 
stored is limited to the use 
case of that data.

Transparency & complaints 
Clients know what data is used, for what 
purpose and can challenge decisions. 



Robust secure infrastructure 
& processes
Digitally based, open systems are more 
prone to attacks than closed or offline 
systems. Providers need robust systems 
and processes to protect clients against 
misuse of their data and security 
breaches.

Well trained staff 
Staff are well trained to identify and mitigate 
security risks.

Major Data 
Security Issues Fraud detection and 

management
Systems and policies support early detection 
of fraud.



Expanded Regulatory Recommendations on Client Data

• Informed Practices & 
Safeguards

• Data Assessment

• Dedicated Privacy 
Officer

• Periodic Audits

• Ownership

• Client Consent
• Opt-Outs

• Access

• Portability

• Accuracy
• Permitted Disclosures

• No Waiver of Rights

• Complaint 
Mechanisms

• Best Practice Security 
Standards

• Fraud Detection, Monitoring 
& Liability

• Systems Testing

Data Privacy 
Policy & Procedures 

Requirements

Confirmation of 
Client Rights &
Responsibilities

Data & System 
Security Obligations

Obligations re:
Manner & Method of 
Data Collection, Use 

& Retention

• Obligations around 
Non-Public & Public 
Client Data

• Confidentiality
• Aggregation

• Non-Discrimination 
Principle

• Use of Third Parties

• Return or Destruction 

Risk Management and Governance



• How well-equipped are providers to execute on DFS good practices?

• What tools and support mechanisms are available or needed? 

• How can providers implement data minimization and retention principles?

• How can consent be made more meaningful?

• Which solutions need to be pursued at the provider level, and which ones at 
the ecosystem level?

Areas for Debate and Discussion  


